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Diamond Lady
Das Kreuzfahrtschiff Diamond Lady hat einen neuen Kapitän: Robert Andersen. Ein
Schicksalsschlag hatte Kapitän Andersen einst vor vielen Jahren aus der Bahn geworfen. Nun
erkennt er nach dem Tod eines guten Freundes, dass er sein Leben ändern muss. Auf der
Diamond Lady, so hofft der Kapitän, kann er noch einmal neu anfangen. Zwei seiner Töchter,
eine Jugendfreundin und sein ehemals bester Freund gehören zur Besatzung, doch nicht mit
allen hat sich der neue Kapitän ausgesöhnt. Vermag die Zeit alle alten Wunden zu heilen? Mit
an Bord befinden sich Gunther und Silke Weinrich. Die beiden sind seit über 35 Jahren
verheiratet. Nach einem schweren Unfall will Silke die Reise als den Neubeginn ihres Lebens
sehen. Ihr Mann Gunther kann allerdings die Vergangenheit und die ausgestandenen Ängste
um seine Frau nicht vergessen. Er behütet Silke so stark, dass sie bald keinen anderen
Ausweg sieht, als sich zu trennen. Gunther kann und will nicht begreifen, was er in Silkes
Augen falsch macht! Als er es schließlich merkt, ist es fast zu spät ...
Notion Press proudly brings to you timeless classics from ancient texts to popular modern
classics. This carefully chosen collection of books is a celebration of literature, our tribute to
the pioneers, the legends and the giants of the literary world. Apart from being the voice of
indie writers, we also want to introduce every reader to read all kinds of literature. In this
series, you will find a wide range of books—from popular classics like the works of Shakespeare
and Charlotte Brontë to rare gems by the likes of Edith Wharton and James Fenimore Cooper.
He had had a perfectly orderly life...until she came along William, the sixth Duke of Pelham,
enjoys his punctual. securely structured life. Orderly and predictable-that's the way he likes it.
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But he's in the public eye, and the scandal sheets will make up anything to sell papers. When
the gossips link him to Juliette, one of the most beautiful and celebrated courtesans in London,
chaos doesn't begin to describe what happens next. Juliette is nicknamed the Duchess of
Dalliance, and has the cream of the nobility at her beck and call. It's seriously disruptive to
have the duke who's the biggest catch on the Marriage Mart scaring her other suitors away.
Then she discovers William's darkest secret and decides what he needs in his life is the kind of
excitement only she can provide. The first in a sparkling Regency romance trilogy from
acclaimed author Shana Galen following a glittering trio of celebrated courtesans whose
fortunes depend on the ton believing the rumors about their mysterious lives. Celebrate the
80th birthday of Regency Romance with great books from Sourcebooks Casablanca! Jewels of
a Ton Trilogy: When You Give a Duke a Diamond (Book 1) If You Give a Rake a Ruby (Book
2) Sapphires Are an Earl's Best Friend (Book 3) Praise for Shana Galen: "BRILLIANT AND
SEXY! Once you start a Shana Galen book, you won't put it down until you reach the end."
-Sophie Jordan, New York Times bestselling author of Wicked in Your Arms "Her engaging
characters and strong plotline enhance the spirited dialogue and sense of adventure." -RT
Book Reviews

CEA’s Jack Diamond Schuster is an intelligent doctor of forensics. He has years
of experience with problem-solving, especially with crime scene investigations.
He doesn’t like the district attorney’s offices' way of doing things. Diamond feels
that it should be the police that solve the crimes. The district attorney’s staff
judges the crimes too soon. Schuster has a close partner who he appreciates
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very much. Rachel Machiavelli is usually right by his side. These two hard
working detectives dive head first into the crime scene investigtions. Each crime
is unique. Jack is sure that there is more than meets the eye in each
investigation. Jack is suspicious all the time. Diamond's spiritual love life is
tantalizing. Diamond smokes cherry cigars so often, the reader can actually smell
the aroma of the cloudy smoke.
Lorenz Eisner will auf der kommenden Reise seinen erwachsenen Kindern Julia
und Mike Kruger die neue Freundin an seiner Seite vorstellen: Wiebke-Marie
Beer. Was niemand davor wusste: Wiebke-Marie war vor einigen Jahren für
kurze Zeit mit Mike zusammen gewesen. Die Beziehung ging damals
auseinander, doch nun sind beide älter und reifer. Durch einen unglücklichen
Zufall erfahren Mike und Wiebke-Marie erst auf dem Schiff voneinander. Sie
versuchen die gemeinsame Vergangenheit, die sie noch immer miteinander
verbindet, zunächst zu ignorieren, doch kann Zeit Liebe ungeschehen machen?
Lorenz ist sich nicht mehr sicher. Kann er eine Frau wie Wiebke-Marie überhaupt
glücklich machen? Fühlt er sich in der Beziehung zu ihr wohl? Und viel wichtiger,
liebt Wiebke-Marie nicht vielleicht noch immer seinen Sohn Mike? Der Koch Jan
Seeger sieht sich derweil mit einem ganz anderen Problem konfrontiert. Der
neue Tänzer José Hernández verdreht vielen Damen auf dem Schiff den Kopf.
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Vor allem Cassandra scheint für den neuen, gutaussehenden Crew-Kollegen
eine Schwäche zu haben. Jan merkt, dass seine Freundschaft zu Cassandra auf
dem Prüfstand steht. Wird ihre Vertrautheit diese Zerreißprobe überstehen?
Brief history of Hereford cattle: v. 1, p. 359-375.
Die beiden Freunde Jakob Vollmer und Anton Hofbichler machen Urlaub auf der
Diamond Lady. Auf der Reise treffen sie überraschend ihre frühere Schulfreundin,
Juliane Gstattner. Während es für Jakob nur eine nette Überraschung ist, Juliane
wiederzusehen, ist es für Anton viel mehr. Seine Gefühle, die er schon während der
Schulzeit für Juliane empfunden hatte, erwachen von Neuem. Juliane geht es nicht
anders, denn auch sie hatte bereits in der Vergangenheit ein Auge auf Anton geworfen.
Bald schon kommt es allerdings zu Differenzen in dieser Ménage-à-trois und Juliane
muss sich die Frage stellen, ob es für sie und Anton überhaupt eine gemeinsame
Zukunft geben kann. Für Kapitän Andersen wird diese Reise zu einer persönlichen
Herausforderung. Er kommt hinter das Geheimnis um den überstürzten Abgang seines
Vorgängers Hartmut Berger. Die vergangenen Ereignisse übertreffen die
Befürchtungen von Kapitän Andersen und fordern ihn mehr denn je, die richtige
Entscheidung als Kapitän zu treffen.
Four hundred years ago an alien menace attacked a peaceful US colony and sent
humanity speeding down a new evolutionary path. Nine people survived, but they would
never be the same. Their modified DNA was passed on to their descendants and metaPage 4/8
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humans with superpowers were born. Now a reluctant hero is thrust into a collision
course with the aliens as those changes threaten to end that path with an earthshattering conclusion. After a violent plane crash, Wolff Kingsley finds himself
surrounded by meta-humans, alien technology, and mind-bending foes. Unwillingly
recruited as a member of Diamond Justice, Wolff faces an uncertain future and fears a
return to his past. He struggles to understand his friendship with a remnant of alien
technology known as Glip-2, his concern for a young girl with an interest in him, and his
growing love for a mysterious meta-human woman who may be tied to the origin of the
threat. After a strange storm terrorizes a major city, Wolff must decide whether he will
help Diamond solve the centuries old mystery and save millions of innocent lives before
time runs out or flee the people he has grown to care about.
The man’s name was Apollo, he opened his spring adventure hunt in a cherry leather
jacket and black leather trousers. Dissatisfied cars circled their side. Two hunters met
on the freeway, but where is the game? Two cars together drove into the parking lot, as
if they were glued together.

The popular sidekick from The Adam Carolla Show traces his battle against an
inoperable brain tumor, describing how his promising future was upended by
challenging treatments, confrontations with his mortality and his new life outlook.
50,000 first printing.
A Diamond in the Rough is Marilyn Lands third and most passionate novel set
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against the glamorous world of the Diamond Industry. When Jake Lyons finds
himself the sole survivor of his family, he emerges from the ashes of destruction
a complex and compelling Hero whose tragic loss during the Blitz leads him to
join the Royal Air Force to fight for Britain. At Wars end, he returns to England a
highly decorated RAF Ace Pilot only to face a series of life shattering decisions,
as he tries to pick up the pieces of his young life without the woman he loves
more than life itself. Upon his Uncle Benjamins death in South Africa, and as sole
heir to his estate, he becomes the recipient of an intricately carved chest
containing thousands of cut and polished diamonds, no mention of which was
made in his Will. Left with doubts that the cache was perhaps sent to him in error
or the spoils of a heist during the War, he sets out to determine to whom it
belongs. From London to New York, South Africa to Israel, from his old world of
diamonds to his new world of aviation, the twists, turns, and surprises her
readers have learned to expect uniquely define the profound personal story of a
true Diamond in the Rough.
Vividly imagined, stunningly prophetic, and epic in scope, The Diamond Age is a
major novel from one of the most visionary writers of our time Decades into our
future, a stone’s throw from the ancient city of Shanghai, a brilliant
nanotechnologist named John Percival Hackworth has just broken the rigorous
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moral code of his tribe, the powerful neo-Victorians. He's made an illicit copy of a
state-of-the-art interactive device called A Young Ladys Illustrated Primer
Commissioned by an eccentric duke for his grandchild, stolen for Hackworth's
own daughter, the Primer’s purpose is to educate and raise a girl capable of
thinking for herself. It performs its function superbly. Unfortunately for Hackworth,
his smuggled copy has fallen into the wrong hands. Young Nell and her brother
Harv are thetes—members of the poor, tribeless class. Neglected by their mother,
Harv looks after Nell. When he and his gang waylay a certain neo-Victorian—John
Percival Hackworth—in the seamy streets of their neighborhood, Harv brings Nell
something special: the Primer. Following the discovery of his crime, Hackworth
begins an odyssey of his own. Expelled from the neo-Victorian paradise,
squeezed by agents of Protocol Enforcement on one side and a Mandarin
underworld crime lord on the other, he searches for an elusive figure known as
the Alchemist. His quest and Nell’s will ultimately lead them to another seeker
whose fate is bound up with the Primer—a woman who holds the key to a vast,
subversive information network that is destined to decode and reprogram the
future of humanity.
Robbie Raines is a budding young detective-in-the-making. When a famous singer,
known for her jewelry collection, is found dead, rumors swirl that her death was actually
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murder. Robbie is determined to find out who did it. After befriending the late woman’s
family, Robbie discovers the singer’s most valuable gems are hidden and can only be
found by solving two mysterious riddles. Using her love of history, and secret visions of
famous people who appear to her with clues, Robbie unravels the riddles even as she
confronts a frightening “ghost” and sabotage from her school rival. With assistance
from her best pal Stacie, Detective Granger, and even her Aunt Enna, Robbie dodges
danger and her parents’ fears to uncover the truth about the death of a dazzling former
star.
The era of the #METOO movement has sparked a revolution of strong women and men
who have finally found the courage to tell their stories. Women and men who have been
trapped in their silence, imprisoned by their pain, are finding their voice to share their
truth. #HERstory: The Legend of the Diamond Lady Foundation is one such story. Nikii
Volinski , thrust into a life of depression and PTSD by one man's quest to "get mine",
shares her journey to recovery. Nikii's brutally candid discussions on teen pregnancy,
sexual assault, depression, survival, family, and The Diamond Lady Foundation will
encourage people everywhere to remember..."No one has the right to write the final
chapters of your story". This is Nikii's story, #HERstory: The Legend of the Diamond
Lady Foundation.
Poems by Black Diamond is a book of poetry and random thoughts of an everyday girl.
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